The **Sepsis Powernote** is NO LONGER available to document the Septic Shock re-assessment.

**How do you complete the Septic Shock Assessment?**

An alert will fire on opening the patient chart when septic shock criteria is met. From here, you can access the form to discretely document your septic shock assessment.

To complete the Septic Shock Assessment form prior to the alert firing **OR** if you chose the “open chart” option in the alert, you can place the **“Sepsis Note” order**.

Once the order is selected, the form fires.

The provider must complete all required fields prior to signing the form.

To complete the 5 part focused exam, select “focused exam”

This will open additional documentation. Complete all required fields noted in yellow.
To complete 2 of 4 Fluid Sepsis management assessments, select “fluid status management”

Once the required assessment elements have been documented, choose the back arrow to go back to the main form.

If all required fields have been satisfied, a green check will be noted by each section.

Choose the green check to sign the form.